
KO2 Unit 2 Sociology: Section A

Compulsory question 1b: 10 marks
Your answers to these questions will include two skills:

AO1 – Knowledge and understanding

AO2 – Applying and interpreting knowledge and understanding

Tip: This question asks you for two reasons why researchers make a particular decision, e.g. choice 
of method, choice of sampling, two ethical issues… 

Tip: It’s useful to think of AO1 as ‘knowing it’, which in this question refers to the method, or a 
research issue. For example, two reasons researchers choose questionnaires, or two ethical issues.

Tip: The question will always ask you to refer to the item. To collect interpretation marks, make sure 
you discuss the item rather than simply quoting the item, as well as selecting relevant examples. 

Tip: Make sure you explain your reasons clearly, leave a gap between the two reasons so your 
answers don’t overlap.

Suggested writing framework to answer questions about a method: for example, questionnaires, 
participant observation. (The framework can be adapted for questions on ethics, sampling 
techniques.)

Before you begin writing the answer:
Read the question and highlight the method  

Read the item and highlight: 

• name(s) of the researcher(s)
• topic they are studying  
• anything about the method/ethical issue/sampling technique including people being studied, 

where the research took place, aims of the research.

Think about:
• defining the method/ethics/sampling 
• your two reasons.

WRITING YOUR ANSWER:
Write your answer as two large paragraphs.

1. To contextualise your answer, begin by referring to the item, the researchers and the topic 
studied. As soon as possible, mention reason one.
Define the method/ethics/sampling – one sentence.

Explain in detail your first reason why researchers choose this approach.

Keep referring to the item as you develop your answer.

LEAVE A GAP

2. In this paragraph, also refer to the item, the researchers and the topic.   
Explain your second reason why researchers choose this approach. 

Keep referring to the item as you develop your answer.

You may refer to another researcher who has chosen this approach.

Tip: While there are many reasons researchers choose a particular approach to their research, if 
the question refers to a method such as questionnaires or unstructured interviews, you could use 
your key concepts such as qualitative/quantitative, reliability/validity for one reason.

If the question refers to sampling, you could mention the key concept, representativeness.

If the question refers to ethical issues, here are some key issues: 

• informed consent
• deception
• privacy
• confidentiality and anonymity
• sensitivity
• protection from harm for both the researcher
• and the sample being studied.

Do: clearly separate the two reasons and refer to the item. 
Don’t: forget the item.
Organising ideas and evidence
These are a few examples using key terms, there are a lot more reasons to choose from which 
aren’t related to key terms.

Method Reason 1 Reason 2

Questionnaires To collect quantitative data Reliability of data and method 

Surveys To collect quantitative data Reliability of data and method 

Structured interviews To collect quantitative data Reliability of data and method 

Semi-structured interviews To collect qualitative data To collect valid data 

Unstructured interviews To collect qualitative data To collect valid data 

Participant observation To collect qualitative data To collect valid data 

Focus groups To collect qualitative data To collect valid data 
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